Mims

The online solution to inventory management
• Do you need to manage the movement of inventory between multiple locations,
and third parties?
• Do you need to be able to see the location of stock in real time?
• Do your partners need access to your system to request stock?
• Do you need to track the quality of stock?
The Multi-Site Inventory Management System (Mims), developed in Australia by Far Edge Pty
Ltd, is the deﬁnitive online tool to help you manage stock over multiple locations through an
easy to use, highly-conﬁgurable application.

Comprehensive Product Management

Complete User Management

Mims provides a comprehensive product management
interface. Details about products can be maintained
including pricing, warranty classiﬁcation, product
types, model types, and identiﬁcation numbers.
Price changes are tracked over time to allow
reporting on stock depreciation.

Managing users is made easy through our
comprehensive role-based permission model.
Deﬁne roles for users, and specify all relevant
workﬂows and locations. Such a model
allows you to integrate management of
third-party stock in the value-chain, without
compromising the security of sensitive internal
stock quantities.

Know Your Position
Logistics staff require convenient access at all
times to the movements of stock. If an item is in
transit, they need to be able to determine quickly
which parties are involved. Has the stock been
received? What movements of stock account
for the current in-hand quantity? Mims
makes such information readily available to
logistics staff and third parties, wherever they
are located.

Internally, Mims employs a robust security
model that centralises security decisions at the
database layer to ensure consistent and secure
system performance.

Mims employs a hierarchical location management
system, to allow multiple stores within a company.
Rights can be assigned to users on the basis
of locations, to allow multiple companies to
simultaneously and safely access stock and
transfer information.

Mims is a reliable, cost effective investment where quality of information and security are paramount
concerns. With a dedicated team of expert system administrators, business analysts and developers, Far Edge can
close the gap to provide a complete stock management solution for your business.

Status and Grading Support
Mims has the capacity to maintain stock levels
at conﬁgurable statuses, such as complete, faulty
and incomplete. Existing stock grading processes
are supported by Mims, and movements
between statuses fully auditable, making Mims
suitable for businesses processing returned or
differentiated stock.
Audit Trail
All transactions in Mims are recorded in an audit
trail, allowing the integrity of the system to be
veriﬁed automatically using integrated tools.
Explanatory drill-down facilities on items allow
stock movements to be justiﬁed by the balance of
transfers in and out of a location.
Stay Connected
Third parties can connect to Mims using a
variety of transfer protocols. Mims allows order
notiﬁcation via XML and email, with a modular
structure allowing custom protocols on request.
Communications along the value chain are

simpliﬁed through an automated notiﬁcation
workﬂow, meaning fewer phone calls.
Close the 10% Gap
Not all businesses operate in the same way. For
this reason, Mims has been engineered from
the ground up to facilitate new customer needs,
using proprietary application generator tools that
reduce the development cycle for any required
enhancements. Data and key transaction logic
is centralised in Microsoft SQL Server, to make
integration with reporting, third-party tools, and
workﬂow engines easy.
Monitor and Report
Customised reports are easy to generate,
and can be delivered by a variety of
tools including Business Objects, Crystal
Reports, MS Access, Excel or via ODBC
to other systems. We provide a set of
Crystal XI reports for most commonly
requested information, and can easily build
others to meet your requirements.

For more information, or to arrange a demonstration,
please contact us on (02) 8425 1400,
or email sales@faredge.com.au.

